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NovaMute welcome ANNA for the Brazilian producer’s first EP on the seminal imprint. 

"It’s such an honour to be working with NovaMute. Daniel Miller is a legend and a few years ago I’d never even 
imagined this would ever happen, such are the happy coincidences in life! Now we’re here and Razor EP is done 
and it all feels a bit surreal."

The first track ‘Razor', which has already been getting a great reaction when played out, came about 
while playing with her MKS-80 from Roland, an old synth from 1985 and one of ANNA’s favourites. You 
can hear the fat and juicy sound on the breakdown and ever evolving throughout. 

‘Escapism’ plays with trippy arpeggios that lay down the atmosphere for the whole track, it feels really 
dense but still powerful, making use of heavier drum sounds for the groove. 

The last track on the EP,  ‘Dreamweaver’, is a simple one that always works well on the dance floor.  
ANNA reworked ‘Dreamweaver’ many times before deciding to strip down the beat and focus on the 
final sequence; sometimes the simple ideas are the ones that work the best.

Forthcoming releases on NovaMute will include new EPs from Charlotte de Witte, Terence Fixmer and 
Nicolas Bougaïeff.

1. Razor
2. Dreamweaver
3. Escapism
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NovaMute and Gostimirovic Music Management have recently announced a new partnership: the 
worldwide booking agency Noviton. The first of a series of NovaMute nights organised by the agency 
launched this weekend with dates at PAL in Hamburg and at Berlin’s Berghain – and further dates have 
been announced for Belgrade, Barcelona and London, featuring Daniel Miller, Terence Fixmer and Nicolas 
Bougaïeff, with ANNA confirmed for the Belgrade night in August. Further NovaMute night details will 
follow.

NovaMute Nights

May 5th: London, UK / Egg: http://www.egglondon.co.uk 
Line-up: Daniel Miller, Nicolas Bougaïeff, Terence Fixmer LIVE

June 16th: Barcelona, ES / Off-Sonar @ Moog: https://www.masimas.com/moog 
Line-up: Daniel Miller, Nicolas Bougaïeff, Terence Fixmer 

August 24th: Belgrade, RS / Barutana, http://www.apgrade.org 
Line-up: ANNA, Daniel Miller, Nicolas Bougaïeff w/ Itaru Yasuda A/V
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